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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce a non-parametric texture simi-
larity measure based on the singular value decomposition of
the curvelet coefficients followed by a content-based trunca-
tion of the singular values. This measure focuses on images
with repeating structures and directional content such as those
found in natural texture images. Such textural content is criti-
cal for image perception and its similarity plays a vital role in
various computer vision applications. In this paper, we evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the proposed measure using a retrieval
experiment. The proposed measure outperforms the state-of-
the-art texture similarity metrics on CUReT and PerTex tex-
ture databases, respectively.
Index Terms— Image retrieval, Image similarity, Feature
extraction, Texture analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
The exponential growth of visual and pictorial content un-
doubtedly drives an increasing need for image similarity
quantification that can be utilized for various computer vision
applications. The similarity of two images is often measured
with respect to some attributes, for instance, shape, color
or texture. The attributes to be utilized in the measure are
application-dependent. For example, texture attributes are
widely used in constructing images depicting natural scenes
for virtual reality environments in what is known as texture
synthesis. In example-based texture synthesis, texture images
are generated or extended in a way such that they have the
same textural feel and pattern as the example texture image
without naively copying the example image [1]. The syn-
thesis process can be optimized by maximizing the textural
similarity between the example and synthesized images [2].
Furthermore, the proposed measure utilizes the curvelet
transform [3] to exploit the content of textured images with a
granularity that makes the resulting feature vector effective in
capturing the subtle differences between images. Due to its
effective capturing of the local structure differences, the pro-
posed measure can also be used in a two-tier quality assess-
ment mechanism where the first-tier is a specialized global
quality measure such as the ones proposed in [4] [5].
In this paper we propose a texture similarity metric based
on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the curvelet
coefficients in which the singular values are trimmed adap-
tively via effective rank approximation. A brief description
of the curvelet transform is presented in Section 2.2. The
methodology is outlined in Section 3. Section 4 provides de-
tails about the databases used in the experiments. In Section
5, we evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed
metric to the performance of common similarity metrics and
texture similarity measures in the literature. A discussion and
analysis of the results follows in Section 6.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Texture Similarity
(a) Image 1 (b) Image 2 (c) absolute difference
Fig. 1: Two images with similar texture and their absolute
difference.
Texture-based image similarity or distance measures dif-
fer from their generic counterpart measures such as Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Square Error (MSE)
in that they capture the content of an image rather than as-
suming a pixel-to-pixel correspondence. Figure 1 shows
an example of two images with the same texture and their
absolute difference. This examples shows that pixel-based
comparisons are not fit for measuring texture similarity.
Structural Similarity Metric (SSIM) improves upon pixel-
to-pixel metrics by capturing structure using low-level local
statistics in the spatial domain (S-SSIM) [6] or the complex
wavelet domain (CW-SSIM) [7]. Other metrics have been
proposed to measure texture similarity in the spatial domain
such as Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [8] which characterizes
the texture by constructing binary pattern maps based on
the value of a pixel relative to its neighbors and obtaining
statistics from the histograms of these patterns for different
radii. Structural Texture Similarity Metric (STSIM) [9] uses
subband statistics and correlations in a multiscale frequency
decomposition, namely steerable pyramid. Low-level statis-
tics of the curvelet coefficients were used in the development
of a content based image retrieval (CBIR) metric for texture
images [10]. In general, the practice of using a filter bank
followed by statistics extraction or energy pooling is very
common in texture image analysis and has proven effective
for such applications [11] [12] [13] [14].
2.2. The Curvelet Transform
The curvelet transform is a directional multiscale decompo-
sition [3] that provides an efficient way to represent images
with high directional content. It has been shown that the
curvelet transform provides an optimal sparse representation
for curve-like structures or edge-like phenomena when com-
pared to wavelets [15]. The curvelet coefficients are obtained
by tiling the spectrum of the image at different scales and di-
rections as shown in Figure 2(a). Then, each wedge is trans-
formed back to the spatial domain by taking the 2D inverse
Fourier transform after applying a smoothing function and
wrapping it around the origin to fit the trapezoid-shaped tile
into a rectangle. A wedge in the frequency domain is repre-
sented by a needle shape in the spatial domain with a direction
perpendicular to the orientation of wedge and with a width in-
versely proportional to the scale number. Figure 2(b) shows
the spatial representation of the highlighted wedge in Figure
2(a).
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Figure 2: The figure illustrates the basic digital tiling. The windows U˜j,` smoothly localize the
Fourier transform near the sheared wedges obeying the parabolic scaling. The shaded region rep-
resents one such typical wedge.
By construction, Vj(S✓` !) = V (2
bj/2c!2/!1   `) and for each ! = (!1,!2) with !1 > 0, say, (2.2)
gives
1X
`= 1
|Vj(S✓` !)|2 = 1.
Because of the support constraint on the function V , the above sum restricted to the angles of
interest,  1  tan ✓` < 1, obeys
P
all angles |Vj(S✓` !)|2 = 1, for !2/!1 2 [ 1 + 2 bj/2c, 1  2 bj/2c].
Therefore, it follows from (3.2) thatX
all scales
X
all angles
|U˜j,`(!)|2 = 1. (3.5)
There is a way to define “corner” windows specially adapted to junctions over the four quadrants
(east, south, west, north) so that (3.5) holds for every ! 2 R2. We postpone this technical issue to
Section 7.2.
The pseudopolar tiling of the frequency plane with trapezoids, in Figure 2, is already well-established
as a data-friendly alternative to the ideal polar tiling. It was perhaps first introduced in two articles
that appeared as book chapters in the same book, Beyond Wavelets, Academic Press, 2003. The
first construction is that of contourlets [15] and is based on a cascade of properly sheared direc-
tional filters. On the other hand, ridgelet packets [24] are defined directly in the frequency plane
via interpolation onto a pseudopolar grid aligned with the trapezoids.
In the next two sections we explain in parallel the two versions of the transform, namely via
USFFT and via Wrapping. In a nutshell, the two implementations di↵er in the way curvelets at
a given scale and angle are translated with respect to each other. In the USFFT-based version
the translation grid is tilted to be aligned with the orientation of the curvelet, yielding the most
faithful discretization of the continuous definition. In the Wrapping version the grid is the same for
10
(a) Frequency viewpoint (b) Spatial viewpoint
Fig. 2: Frequency and spatial viewpoints of a curvelet wedge.
Adapted from [3].
3. METHODOLOGY
The proposed measure calculates the similarity score between
two images based on the similarity between their correspond-
ing feature vectors. The feature vector of a given image is a
collection of all effective singular values for all scales and ori-
entations of the curvelet coefficients of an image. The block
diagram of the process is depicted in Figure 3.
Fig. 3: Block diagram of the proposed method
For a grayscale image, f , the curvelet coefficients are
obtained for all scales, j = {1, 2, . . . , J}, and orientations,
k = {1, 2, . . . ,K(j)}, where J is the total number of scales
and K(j) is the number of orientations for scale j. How-
ever, due to the conjugate symmetry of the Fourier coeffi-
cients for real images, we will consider half the number of
orientations. Note that the innermost and outermost scales are
not split into orientations. Then, the singular values are calcu-
lated as σ¯[j,k] = [σ1, . . . , σL] where σ1 ≥ σ2 . . . ≥ σL and L
is the smallest dimension of the coefficients matrix. Ideally,
if the rank of a matrix is p, only the first p singular values
are non-zero and the remaining ones are identically equal to
zero. However, when we consider SVD on digital images that
are subject to different types of noise, the number of non-zero
singular values is greater than p. In most cases, none of the
singular values are identically zero even for a rank-deficient
matrix. Roy and Vetterli [16] proposed the effective rank as a
method to estimate the actual rank by estimating the effective
dimensionality of a matrix. To calculate the effective rank, a
singular value distribution is defined as:
pk =
σk
‖σ¯‖1 for k = 1, . . . , L, (1)
where ‖ · ‖1 is the `1 norm. Then, the effective rank is calcu-
lated as a function of the entropy of a signal with the singular
value distribution defined in Eq. 1,
EffectiveRank = exp
(
−
L∑
k=1
pk log pk
)
, (2)
resulting in a real number less than or equal to Lwith equality
if and only if all singular values are equal. We use log to
denote the natural logarithm and we follow the convention
that 0 log 0 = 0.
For each set of coefficients, the effective rank q is calcu-
lated as in Eq. 2. A new vector of “effective” singular values
is formed by keeping the first bqc singular values, where bqc
is the integer part of q. The remaining singular values are set
to 0, i.e. for scale j and orientation k, we form the vector
σˆ[j,k] = [σ1, . . . , σq, 0, . . . , 0]. The feature vector of f is ob-
tained by concatenating all σˆ[j,k] for all scales and half the
number of orientations,
v¯ = [σˆ[1,1], σˆ[2,1], . . . , σˆ[2,K(2)/2], σˆ[3,1] . . . , σˆ[J,1]]. (3)
As we described earlier, the smaller singular values can
be induced by noise, and minimizing the effect of such val-
ues is desirable. However, in the proposed method, the non-
effective singular values are filtered out according to the ef-
fective rank. In order to compare singular values of relatively
equal significance but different magnitudes, we propose using
an `1-norm based metric, namely, the Czekanowski similarity.
The similarity between two images, f1 and f2, is found as the
Czekanowski similarity coefficient between their correspond-
ing feature vectors v¯1 and v¯2 as:
SIM(f1, f2) = 1− ‖v¯1 − v¯2‖1‖v¯1 + v¯2‖1 . (4)
Since the singular values are non-negative by definition,
SIM(f1, f2) ∈ [0, 1] with scores closer to 1 indicating higher
similarity.
4. DATABASES
The proposed measure has been tested on two different tex-
ture databases and one seismic database. We use C and S to
indicate the number of classes and the number samples per
class, respectively. Sample patches from each database are
shown in Figures 4 and 5. The databases used in the experi-
ments are:
1. CUReT [17]: Non-overlapping patches of size 128 ×
128 were cropped from the central 256× 256 pixels of
all images with viewing condition number 55. Please
refer to [17] for details on the viewing conditions. (C =
61, S = 3).
Fig. 4: Sample images from CUReT database.
2. PerTex [18]: Each image in the database was down-
sampled by a factor of 4 then divided into 4 non-
overlapping quadrants of size 128 × 128. (C =
334, S = 4).
5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A retrieval experiment was set up to evaluate the performance
of the proposed measure on each of the four databases. Note
Fig. 5: Sample images from PerTex database.
that for color images, only the luminance channel was used in
the experiments. Each image, fi, in a dataset of C×S images
was compared to all other (C × S − 1) images. The images
are then ranked according to their similarity (or distance) and
(S − 1) images, g1i , . . . gS−1i , with the highest similarity (or
lowest distance) are retrieved. The superscript denotes the
rank of the retrieved image.
5.1. Retrieval Metrics
To quantify the goodness of a similarity measure, the follow-
ing information retrieval metrics were used:
• Precision at One (P@1) is defined as the percentage of
the first retrieved images that are relevant to the query
image (i.e. they belong to the same class as that of the
query image),
P@1 =
∑CS
i=1 1{T :fi∈T}(g
1
i )
CS
. (5)
where 1{T :fi∈T}(g
j
i ) is the indicator function that is
equal to 1 when fi and g
j
i are of the same class T , and
is equal to zero otherwise.
• Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) is the average reciprocal
rank of the first correctly retrieved image,
MRR =
1
CS
CS∑
i=1
1
ranki(1)
, (6)
where ranki(m) is the rank of the mth correctly re-
trieved image for a query image fi.
• Mean Average Precision (MAP) is typically used when
there is more than one relevant image for a given query
image. It takes into account the order in which the im-
ages were retrieved. Average precision (AP) is calcu-
lated for each query instance as:
AP(i) =
1
S − 1
S−1∑
m=1
m
ranki(m)
. (7)
Then,
MAP =
1
SC
SC∑
i=1
AP(i). (8)
All of the used information retrieval metrics are in the
range [0, 1] with 1 being a perfect score. The results are sum-
marized in Table 1.
Database CUReT PerTex
Metric P@1 MRR MAP P@1 MRR MAP
MSE 0.1093 0.1867 0.1728 0.1115 0.1296 0.0641
S-SSIM [6] 0.0546 0.0952 0.0935 0.1572 0.1855 0.1051
CW-SSIM [7] 0.1366 0.2638 0.1967 0.1826 0.2527 0.1665
STSIM-1 [9] 0.9071 0.9447 0.9048 0.9513 0.9658 0.9155
STSIM-2 [9] 0.8852 0.9248 0.8500 0.9401 0.9627 0.9152
STSIM-M [9] 0.8798 0.9170 0.8516 0.9731 0.9845 0.9610
LBP [8] 0.8415 0.8843 0.8347 0.9117 0.9407 0.8628
Curvelet features [10] 0.8142 0.8649 0.7669 0.9499 0.9658 0.9098
Proposed 0.9617 0.9732 0.9304 0.9880 0.9917 0.9736
Table 1: Performance evaluation on different databases
5.2. Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
The retrieval experiment can been seen as a binary classifi-
cation problem where a binary decision (similar/dissimilar)
is made for each retrieval instance. The performance of the
discriminative power of such classifier can be illustrated us-
ing the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The
ROC curve is a plot of the True Positive Rate (TPR) for dif-
ferent threshold on the False Positive Rate (FPR). The area
under the curve (AUC) can be used as a performance mea-
sure. The ideal ROC curve is the one where TPR is equal to
1 for all values of FPR. Thus, an ROC curve that is pushed
towards to the upper left corner reflects a good performance
or, equivalently, AUC is closer to 1. The ROC curves for dif-
ferent similarity measures and their corresponding AUC are
presented in Figure 6 and Table 2, respectively, on the two
databases described in section 4.
The following similarity/distance measures were used in
the experiments:
1. Mean squared error (MSE).
2. S-SSIM with default parameters [6].
3. CW-SSIM with 4 scales and 8 orientations [7].
4. STSIM-1,STSIM-2 and STSIM-M with best results
given when parameters are set to 3 scales and 4 orien-
tations [9].
5. LBP with radii of 8 and 24 [8].
6. `2 norm on Curvelet Features [10].
The codes for S-SSIM, CW-SSIM, LBP distance were ob-
tained from their respective authors. All other metrics were
implemented as presented in the cited papers.
6. DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows retrieval performance for the different mea-
sures discussed in this paper. The power of the measures
that are specially designed for texture images is clear from
numbers in the table compared to the generic similarity (or
distance) measures. Furthermore, the proposed measure out-
performs all other measures on the two texture databases in all
retrieval metrics. Even though the databases are very different
in terms of the type of image they have, the proposed measure
maintains a consistent performance. CUReT is a databases of
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Fig. 6: ROC curves for different similarity/distance measures
on (a) CUReT and (b) PerTex databases.
Database CUReT PerTex
Metric AUC AUC
MSE 0.6168 0.7926
S-SSIM [6] 0.7119 0.6109
CW-SSIM [7] 0.8849 0.8563
STSIM-1 [9] 0.9978 0.9750
STSIM-2 [9] 0.9981 0.9703
STSIM-M [9] 0.9985 0.9655
LBP [8] 0.9891 0.8432
Curvelet features [10] 0.9864 0.9618
Proposed 0.9991 0.9907
Table 2: Performance evaluation on different databases
color images and we have used the luminance channel only in
the evaluation. Some images in this databases have very sim-
Query
image
1st
retrieved
image
(a) CUReT
1st
retrieved
image
Query
Image
(b) PerTex
Fig. 7: Examples of first retrieved image that are irrelevant to the query image from(a) CUReT and (b) PerTex databases.
ilar textures and are only distinguishable by color. Figure 7
shows some examples where the first retrieved images are not
relevant to the query image. Although the retrieved images
on CUReT database are not of the same class as that of the
query image, they have very similar texture patterns making
them hard to distinguish using structure cues only. Further-
more, PerTex database has some classes that are distributable
on smaller windows (cropped images) as shown in some of
the examples in Figure 7. Furthermore, ROC curve for the
proposed measure shows its ability to effectively distinguish
different classes even for very tight constraints on the False
Positive Rate threshold as illustrated in Figure 6 and Table 2.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a non-parametric textural similar-
ity measure for texture images based on the effective singular
values of the curvelet coefficients. For each set of curvelet
coefficients, the number of effective singular values is adap-
tively determined by the effective rank of their distribution.
The similarity of two images is calculated as the Czekanowski
coefficient between the corresponding vectors of their effec-
tive singular values. The measure was tested on two texture
databases as well as a seismic database and it tops the list of
all similarity and distance measures with a consistent perfor-
mance on all databases used in the experiments.
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